Holidays in the East Marca
Time: FULL DAY

Tour

Motta di
Livenza

Treviso

1st stop
The countries on the left of the river Piave
From Conegliano to Oderzo
2nd stop
The medium course of the river Piave and the villas in the north-east of Treviso
From Oderzo to Treviso

1st stop
The countries on the left of the river Piave: from Conegliano to Oderzo
Tour: Conegliano – Ramera – Zoppè – Codognè – Portobuffolè – Mansuè – Navolè – Motta di Livenza – Oderzo
Lenght: 55 km
Time: 3 hours
Difficulty: easy

From the center of Conegliano, of which the visit (Cathedral with
works of Top from Conegliano and other famous painters, Room
of the Beaten ones, houses at the street XX Settembre, the castle)
is warmly recommended, the landscape assumes a pleasant
homogeneity: the small inhabited areas,
once essentially agricultural, they are
alternated above all among fertile
cultivated countries to vineyard (we are in the zone of production of the
wines D.or.c. of the Piave). It is recommended to spend an evening in
Portobuffolè - small medieval suburb been almost miraculously intact - and
in Motta of Livenza, rich of buildings historical, but known above all in the
Sanctuary of the Madonna of the Miracles, built in the 1513.

2nd stop
The medium course of the river Piave and the villas in the north-east of
Treviso
Itinerary: Oderzo – Tempio – Ormelle – S. Michele di Piave – Maserada – S. Bartolomeo – Breda di Piave – Vascon
- Treviso
Lenght: 70 km
Time: 4 hours and 30 minutes
Difficulty: easy

After having visited the historical center of Oderzo, the ancient
Opitergium, important in the The century d.C. (to see first of all
the civic Museum Eno Bellis, that picks up important
archaeological finds and the Cathedral of Gothic forms) the tour
turns at the end transiting for another zone typical of the Treviso
area, that of the Piave. Along his course it is possible to cross
pleasant paths in mean to a
roadstead vegetation of brushwood, that constitutes easy
deviations in the economy of this excursion. The last line of the
itinerary offers the possibility to admire from the outside
numerous Venetian villas that rise to northeast of the chief town.
This Tour, that we wish will result pleasant, is not able whether to
end with the visit to the city of Treviso, chief town of the province
rich in art, history and famous monuments.

